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} U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
; Document Control Desk
;- Washington, D.C. 20555

|- Gentlemen:

.

River Bend Station - Unit 1
Docket No. 50-458

d

Please find enclosed Licensee Event Report No. 91-016, Supplement 1, for River
Bend Statica -Unit 1. This report is submitted pursuant 10CFR50.73.

Sincere!y,
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L
,_ W.H. Odell'

Manager - Oversight
River Bend Nuclear Group
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cc: U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission4

611 Ryan Plaza Drive, Suite 400
Arlington, TX 76011.

5 NRC Resident Inspector
P.O. Box 1051
St. Francisville, LA 70775

.

i . INPO RecorJs Center
1100 Circle 75 Parkway.

j Atlanta, GA 30339-3064
i
:
j Mr. C.R. Oberg

.

#Public Utility Commission of Texas
7800 Shoal Creek Blvd., Suite 400 North*

Austin, TX 78757'

i

; Louisiana Department of Environmental Quality
Radiation Protectior. Division ,

j P.O. Box 82135
Baton Rouge, LA 70884-2135"

ATTN: Administratorr
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" ' ' ' ' ' ' Excessive Leakage Rate Test Results For Both Inboard and Outboard
Containment Isolation Valves In A Single Penetration Due To Corrosion.
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! At approximately 0230 on 09/23/91 with the unit in Operatiori Condition 4 (Cold Shutdown) for a mid-
cycle outage, the Division I service water inlet containment isolation penetration was subjected to a

-local leak mte test (LLRT), surveillance test procedure (STP)-256-3820. Both inboard and outboard'

isolation valves failed the LLRT. The minimum pathway leakage rate vms estimated to be in excess of;

O.6 La (leakage allowable). The valves wue subsequently reworked and passed the LLRT retests.'

The roct cause of the LLRT faihires was the presence of corrosion products in both valves. Corrosion
products deposited in the valve body cavities and on valve internals prevented full closure in each case.

| These corrosion products have been previously diagnosed as general service water corrosion products.
,

|
The orientation of valve ISWP*V174 in a horizontal line, given the cormsion problem, may also have

| contributed to !ess than optimal valve performance. The root cause for the service water cerrosion has
been addressed in LER 89-01i submitted April,1089 and the supplements submitted in May,1989 and
June,1989.

'Ib service ;ater system is designed to supply the containment during normal and accident conditions.,

| The design of the service water systenis provides for a water seal in the service water piping when the

|
system is shutdown, thus limiting any possible leakage from this penetration,

i

|-
,
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REPORTED CONDITION

At approximately 0230 on 09/23/91, with the urit in Operational Condition 4 (Cold Shutdown) for a
mid-cycle outage, the Division I service wate 'KG*) containment penetration IKJB*Z52A (* PEN *)

,

| failed the local leak rate test (LLRT) surveillae test procedure (STP)-256-3820. This penetration is a
i I? inch nominal diameter containment isolation penetmtion. The outboard valve (ISWP*MOV507A)
'

(*ISV*) is a 12 inch nominal diameter Velan gate valve with a body drain. The inboard valve
(ISWP*V174) (*ISV*) is a 12 inch nominal diameter Vaan swing check valve. Both inboard and
outboard isolation valves failed the LLRT. - The minimum pathway leakage rate was estimated to be in
excess of 0.6 I4(leakage allowable). This Licensee Event Repon (LER) is submitted pursuant to
10CFR50.73a(2)(v) and to document a failure to meet the containment leak rate acceptance criteria as-!

addressed by 10CFR50 Appendix J III.C.3,

INVESTIGATION

During the LLRT of the penetration, it was estimated that the leak rate N 2ch valve was in excess of
0.6 12. The equipment used to measure the leak rate was a standard U' wetrics Corp. Model #14342
capable of measuring up to 20 standard liters per minute (SLM). Allowd** leak rate limM for these
individual valves is 3600 SCCM for the gate valve and 7200 SCCM for the swing check valve. The

,

: allowable limit for River Bend Statien (RBS) is 0.6 La, or approximately 67 SLM,

Mnce neither test volume could be pressurized to the proper test pressure of at least 7.6 psi utilizing the
Volumetrics leak rate monitor, nor could either volume be pressurized with a three-eighths inch
pressurization by-pass hose, the actual leakage past these valves could not be quantitatively determined
with any accuracy. During testing of the outboard valve, a test pressure of about 3.5 psig was obtained

-

with no measurable leakage past the outboard side of the valve disc. - Leakage was verified to be past
! the inboard seat of the valve disc as indicated by the absence of leakage at the outboard vent. The

failure mechanism was determined to be cormsion product builMp that prevented full valve closure.

Rework of ISWP*MOV507A found that iron-like debris was present in the_ bottom of the valve thus
,

i preventing the split-disk wedge from completely seating against the body seats. ~ After removing the
! debris from the body of the valve, the seating surfaces were blue checked and found to be satisfactory.
| The valve was then reassembled and the motor operator torque switch and limit switch positions were

verified to be properly set. On 09/24/91, the valve was retested per the LLRT STP with acceptable
leakage (actual leakage being less than 20 SCCM). The upper administrative leakage limit for this
valve is 3600 SCCM.

NXC Porn,306A f649)
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Rework of the inboard containment isolation check valve, ISWP*V174, revealed that the valve intemals
were ia good condition with very little corrosion products present; however, there were slight
corrosion deposits clean.x! from the seats of the valve. The valve internals were cleaned thoroughly. a
satisfa; tory blue check was performed and the valve was shut in accordance with Appendix J
requirements. Following this rework and reassembly, the valve was retested per the LLRT STP with - ,

,

acceptable leakage on 09/25/91 (actual leakage being 968 SCCM). The upper leakage limit for this
valve is 7200 SCCM.

ROOT CAUSE

The :& cause of the LLRT failures was the presence of cormsion products in both valves. Corrosion
products deposned . *!= valve body cavities and on valve intemals pmvented full closure in each case, o

'

These corrosion products have ben previously diagnosed as general service water corrosion pr d as.
The orientation of valve ISWP*V174 in a horizontal line, given the corrosion problem, may aW uave
contributed to less than optimal valve performance. The root cause for the service _ water corrosion has

,

been addressed in LER 89-011 submitted April,1989 and the supplements submitted in May,1989 and
Ame,1989.

Similar events were reponed in LER 89-011 and 90-009. Both of these LERs reported LLRT failures
of valves ISWP*MOV507A and ISWP*V174. In addition, LER 87-023 addmssed service water
system corrosion pmblems by specifying improvements to service water system chemistry. That
program along with those identified by LER 89-011 and its supplements improved overall system
chemistry and performance monitoting. Corrective actions following LER 90-009 specified periodic
Oushing of both Divisions of the service water containment isolation valves, ISWP*MOV507A and
ISWP*MOV507B, as corrective action. This flushing was done on a regular basis and implemented by.

a preventive maintenance (PM) task.

CORRECTIVE ACTION-

A monthly frequency was established as an improvement to the PMs for the Division I outboard |
isolation valve ISWP*MOV507A. ' In order to improve the effectiveness of the PMs being performed,
the Bushing equipment was modified in order to obtain flow through a three-quarter inch line. This
allowed an increase in the flow of flushing _ water through the MOV drain line and a better flush. In
addition, the pressurized Ou'shing water was injected into the MOV body drain as part of the PM. The >

MOV body drain valve would be momentarily opened while the system was in ~ operation for flushing
under system pressure. This permitted flow to pass the seating area and be routed to a floor drain,

o y

1-
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The monthly flushing PM implemerited on the Division II isolation valve, ISWP*MOV507B appeared |
,

to have been effective as demonstrated by an improvement of the leak rate from the mid-cycle 3 outage
(3570 SCCM) to the third refueling outage (2550 SCCM). Following rework and reassembly,
containment isolation penetration 1KJB*Z52A (valves ISWP*MOV507A and ISWP*V174) was

j satisfactorily tested during the mid-cycle 4 outage.

GSU implemented the PMs described above to improve leak rate performance of the valves. During 1

the fourth refueling outage, the entire service water system was chemically cleaned or replaced with
new pipe. A closed loop service water system design modification has been implemented that is
chemically more resistant to corrosion than the previous service water system. Therefere, there is no
need to continue the Dushing PMs' described above. In addition, the installed conGguration of
ISWP*V174 has been modified during RF-4 as described below.

GSU has implemented a modification to replace valve ISWP*V174 and change the piping run in which
the valve is located from horizontal to vertical (MR 91-0106). Following replacement of the valve, an
as-left LLRT was perfonned during RF-4. Since the previous LLRT was perfonned within Sve months
before, it was current at the time that the valve was replaced. Note that the surveillance test frequency
is once every 24 months. Therefore, retesting of the valve was perfonned following replacement.

SAFETY ASSESSMENT

Containment isolation penetration 1KJB*Z52A (valves ISWP*MOV507A and ISWP*V174) is one of
two service water supply penetrations supplying cooling water to the containment and drywell. During
norm.' operations, the service water system is supplied by pumps taking water from the circulating
water system (non-safety related). During emergency operation, the standby serdee water system
isolates unnecessary functions and supplies safety-related piping and essential loads including
containment unit coolers. Neither service water containment isolation valve receives an automatic
isolation signal as the service water system is required to provide service water to the containment on a
post accident basis. Thus, the valves remain open and do not automatically isolate.

Both normal and standby service water systems supply pressure to the containment penetrations in
excess of 75 psig, which exceeds the containment design presure of 15 psig and the analyzed accident
pressure 7.6 psig. Additionally, elevation differences designed into the system provide a static water
column that forms a water seal. The pressure due to the water column exceeds the analyzed accident
pressure. Therefore, this pathway was not considere6 Oredible in the offsite dose calcuhtions.

NOTE: Energy Industry Identincation Codes are identined in the text as (*XX').
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